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Abstract. A fundamental requirement for cooperating agents is to agree
on a selection of component values of objects that can be used for reliably
communicating references to the objects, to function as their keys. In a
distributed environment, such as the web, it is more likely that a choice of
such values may have time limits on the duration of their ability to serve
as keys, e.g., values denoting permissions, authorizations, service codes,
mobile addresses and so on. In this paper, we consider how a Boolean
complete description logic can be embellished with a concept constructor for dynamic or temporal forms of equality generating constraints we
call temporal path functional dependencies. In particular, we introduce
the description logic DLFDtemp , demonstrate how it can be used to capture and reason about temporal keys and functional dependencies for a
hypothetical distributed hospital database, and prove that the general
membership problem for DLFDtemp is EXPTIME-complete. The latter
is accomplished by exhibiting a reduction of the general membership
problem for DLFDtemp to the simpler dialect DLF.

1

Introduction

Consider a situation where two agents a1 and a2 operating on behalf of two
hospitals must exchange information about staff and departments over the web.
Effective communication between a1 and a2 requires that they have a common
understanding of this information in the form of a shared ontology. The current
best practices for expressing this ontology, measured in terms of established
reasoning technology, are the description logic (DL) based fragments of the OWL
web ontology language, called OWL Lite and OWL DL [22]. Building on RDF
Schema [14], they enable a1 and a2 to share, for example, a mutual understanding
that:
– Each staff member has a staff number, a name, a phone number, an associated department and a chief who is also staff; and
– Each department has a name, a hospital name and a staff member who serves
as the head.
Although OWL Lite and OWL DL are able to capture such knowledge, neither is
sufficiently expressive to capture additional knowledge that would enable a1 and

a2 to reliably identify staff and departments over time. Such knowledge could
include, for example, that:
– Any pair of staff members at either hospital at any time will not share the
same (combination of) staff number and hospital name of their department;
– In any given year for a staff member, his or her staff number, telephone
number and department are not changed;
– Neither department names nor hospital names ever change, and no two departments in the same hospital share the same names;
– A phone number cannot be assigned to two distinct employees during the
first nine months of a year, during the last nine months of a year or during
a workyear (i.e., any month excluding July and August); and
– phone numbers that are no longer in use can be reassigned to other staff,
but only after a waiting period of ninety days.
The description logic DLFDtemp introduced in this paper manifests a first attempt to help remedy this situation. DLFDtemp is an extension of the description
logic DLFD, an earlier dialect that incorporated a concept constructor for capturing various forms of static keys and functional dependencies. Concepts using
this constructor were called path functional dependencies (PFDs).
Like its predecessor, DLFDtemp is based on attributes (also called features)
instead of the more common case of roles. DLFDtemp extends DLFD by augmenting PFDs with a temporal component in the same way that Wijsen’s Temporal FDs generalize functional dependencies [24]. (The above scenario is an
elaboration of sample cases introduced in [24] and used as running examples in
the remainder of the paper.) This new more general form of PFDs are called
temporal path functional dependencies(TPFDs). With DLFDtemp , it becomes
possible for agents a1 and a2 to now have an additional shared ontology based
on TPFDs that captures all of the above.
Finally, we prove that the general membership problem for DLFDtemp is
EXPTIME-complete. This is accomplished by exhibiting a reduction of the general membership problem for DLFDtemp to the simpler dialect DLF. By using
existing decision procedures for DLF, it now becomes possible for agents a1 and
a2 to know, for example, that a staff member can be
reliably identified within any given year by communicating either
the combination of values for his or her staff numbers and
department hospital names or by his or her telephone number.

(1)

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A review of related work
completes our introductory comments. In Section 2, we define DLFDtemp and
illustrate its use for the above hospital ontology. Our reduction to DLF is then
presented in Section 3, followed by our summary comments and suggestions for
future research in Section 4.
1.1

Related Work

In addition to OWL DL, description logics have been used extensively as a formal way of understanding a large variety of languages for specifying meta-data,

including ER diagrams, UML class and object diagrams, relational database
schema, and so on [15].
TPFDs introduced in this paper are a generalization of PFDs first introduced in [20]. Less expressive first order PFDs were introduced and studied in
the context of object-oriented data models [9, 23]. An FD concept constructor
was proposed and incorporated in Classic [4], an early DL with a PTIME reasoning procedure, without changing the complexity of its implication problem.
The generalization of this constructor to PFDs alone leads to EXPTIME completeness of the implication problem [11]; this complexity remains unchanged
in the presence of additional concept constructors common in rich DLs such as
roles, qualified number restrictions, and so on [20, 21].
Recall from the above that TPFDs are also a generalization of temporal
functional dependencies (TFDs) in [24], which also serves as a source for our
example scenarios. TFDs are based on the same underlying data model in [9],
and share the same origins in functional dependencies for the relational model.
In [6], the authors consider a DL with functional dependencies and a general
form of keys added as additional varieties of dependencies, called a key box. They
show that their dialect is undecidable for DLs with inverse roles, but becomes
decidable when unary functional dependencies are disallowed. This line of investigation is continued in the context of PFDs and inverse features, with analogous
results [18], and for this reason, inverse features are not included in DLFDtemp
in order to avoid an already known cause for undecidability.
PFDs have also been used in a number of applications in object-oriented
schema diagnosis and synthesis [2, 3], in query optimization [7, 10] and in the
selection of indexing for a database [16].
A form of key dependency with left hand side feature paths has been considered for a DL coupled with various concrete domains [12, 13]. In this case, the
authors explore how the complexity of satisfaction is influenced by the selection
of a particular concrete domain together with various syntactic restrictions on
the key dependencies themselves. Note that this earlier work strictly separates
objects that serve as “domain values” from abstract objects such as tuples.
Temporal extensions of description logics, in particular extensions based on
combining description logics with existing temporal or modal logics has been
studied extensively (for a survey see [1], for more details on combining modal
logics see [8]). However, identification constraints, such as functional dependencies have not been explored in this context beyond unary keys induced by number
restrictions.

2

Definitions

DLFDtemp extends the atemporal logic DLFD with the ability of identifying
objects over time. This is achieved by extending the DLFD’s PFD constructor to allow expressing dependencies between pairs of objects at different time
points. The extension is based on the notion of time relations to describe pertinent relations between time instants (such as a year ) and by relativizing the

Syntax

Semantics
Defn of (·)I(t)

C ::=
|
|
|

A
C1 u C2
¬C
∀f.C

(an arbitrary subset of ∆t )
(C1 )I(t) ∩ (C2 )I(t)
I(t)
∆t \(C)
I(t)
{x : (f )
(x) ∈ (C)I(t) }

D ::= C
| D1 u D2
| C : Pf1 , ..., Pfk →T Pf

(D1 )I(t) ∩ (D2 )I(t)
0
{x : ∀ (t, t0 ) ∈ (T )I , ∀ y ∈ (C)I(t ) .
”
“V
0
k
I(t)
(x) = (Pfi )I(t ) (y)
i=1 (Pfi )
0

⇒ (Pf)I(t) (x) = (Pf)I(t ) (y)}
Defn of (·)I
T ::=
|
|
|
|
|

curr
forever
W
T−
T1 u T2
T1 t T2

{(t, t) : t ∈ W }
W ×W
(an arbitrary subset of (forever)I containing (curr)I )
{(t2 , t1 ) : (t1 , t2 ) ∈ (T )I }
(T1 )I ∩ (T2 )I
(T1 )I ∪ (T2 )I
Fig. 1. Syntax and Semantics of DLFDtemp .

interpretation of the PFD (and the rest of DLFD as well) with respect to such
relations.
A formal definition of DLFDtemp is given below. Regarding expressiveness,
the logic DLFD is already able to simulate ALCQI [17] which can in turn
simulate DLR [5]. With temporal PFDs, DLFDtemp gains an ability, among
other things, to assert periods of time during which attributes remain unchanged
and during which communicating agents can reliably identify objects in terms
of the values for one or more of their attributes.
Definition 1 (Description Logic DLFDtemp ) Let F, A, and W be disjoint
sets of attribute names, concept names and time relation names, respectively.
A path expression is defined by the grammar “ Pf ::= f. Pf | Id ” for f ∈ F. We
define derived concept descriptions, C and D, and derived time relation descriptions, T , by the grammar on the left-hand-side of Figure 1. A concept description
obtained by using the sixth production is called a temporal path functional dependency (TPFD).
An inclusion dependency C is an expression of the form C v D and a time
relation axiom R is an expression of the form T1 v T2 . A terminology (TBox)
T consists of a finite set of inclusion dependencies and time relation axioms.

PERSON v ∀N ame.STRING
STAFF v
u
u
u
u
DEPARTMENT v
u
u
u

PERSON
∀Snum.INTEGER
∀P honeN um.INTEGER
∀Dept.DEPARTMENT
∀Chief.STAFF
¬PERSON
∀N ame.STRING
∀Hospital.STRING
∀Head.STAFF

Fig. 2. Static structure for the HOSPITAL ontology in DLFDtemp

The semantics of expressions is defined with respect to a temporal structure
D
E
I = h∆t , (·)I(t) i | t ∈ W ,
where W denotes a non-empty domain of time points or chronons, and h∆t , (·)I(t) i
a standard (atemporal) DL interpretation that, for each t ∈ W , fixes the interpretation of attribute names f to be total functions (f )I(t) : ∆t → ∆t . The
interpretation is extended to path expressions, (Id )I(t) = λx.x, (f. Pf)I(t) =
(Pf)I(t) ◦ (f )I(t) , and to concept descriptions, C and D, and time relation descriptions, T , as defined on the right-hand-side of Figure 1.
S
The equality symbol is interpreted as the diagonal relation on the set t∈W ∆t .
An interpretation I satisfies an inclusion dependency C v D if (C)I(t) ⊆ (D)I(t)
for every t ∈ W . I satisfies a time relation axiom T1 v T2 if (T1 )I ⊆ (T2 )I .
The DLFDtemp logical implication problem asks if T |= C holds; that is, for a
posed question C, if C is satisfied by any interpretation that satisfies all inclusion
dependencies and time relation axioms in T .
To improve readability in the following, path expressions are written without
trailing “Id ”s when they consist of at least one attribute name. Also, in keeping
with Wijsen’s Temporal FDs [24], observe that our semantics allows the possibility that the underlying domains at different time points may not coincide. This
is in contrast to the so-called constant domain assumption commonly utilized by
temporal description logics.
Our introductory ontology can be captured as a HOSPITAL terminology in
DLFDtemp as illustrated in Figure 2 for static aspects of information structure,
and in Figure 3 for temporal aspects relating to keys and functional dependencies. Note in the latter case the inclusion of various time relation axioms asserting, e.g., that the time relation Year must be symmetric. Agents a1 and a2 are

STAFF v
u
u
u

STAFF : Snum, Dept.Hospital →forever Id
STAFF : Id →Year Snum
STAFF : Id →Year Dept
STAFF : Id →Year P honeN um

DEPARTMENT v DEPARTMENT : Id →forever N ame
u DEPARTMENT : Id →forever Hospital
u DEPARTMENT : N ame, Hospital →forever Id
STAFF v
u
u
u
Year
FirstNineMonths
LastNineMonths
Workyear

v
v
v
v

STAFF : P honeN um →FirstNineMonths Id
STAFF : P honeN um →LastNineMonths Id
STAFF : P honeN um →Workyear Id
STAFF : P honeN um →NinetyDays Id
(FirstNineMonths t LastNineMonths t Workyear) u Year−
Year u FirstNineMonths−
Year u LastNineMonths−
Year u Workyear−

Fig. 3. Dynamic structure for the HOSPITAL ontology in DLFDtemp

now able to formally express (1) above in terms of the inclusion dependency
STAFF v STAFF : Snum, Dept.Hospital →Year Id
u STAFF : Id →Year Dept.Hospital
u STAFF : P honeN um →Year Id
u STAFF : Id →Year P honeN um.

(2)

Our decision procedure for the DLFDtemp implication problem can then verify
that (2) is a logical consequence of the HOSPITAL terminology. This has the
crucial consequence that a1 and a2 can know that they are able to unambiguously
communicate a reference to a staff person within a calendar year by exchanging,
e.g., a combination of his or her current staff number and current name of the
hospital of their current department.

3

Decision Procedure

We now prove that the membership problem for DLFDtemp is complete for
EXPTIME by exhibiting a reduction of the general membership problem for
DLFDtemp to the simpler dialect DLF. The result then follows by appeal to
existing decision procedures and complexity bounds for DLF.
First, let TR(T ) be the set of all time descriptions that appear in T . We
RL
associate two auxiliary primitive concepts CLR
T and CT with each time description T ∈ TR(T ). To mimic the behaviour of time relations we constrain the

behaviour of these concepts a follows:
LR
LR
CLR
T1 uT2 = CT1 u CT2

RL
CLR
T− = CT

RL
RL
CRL
T1 uT2 = CT1 u CT2

LR
LR
CLR
T1 tT2 = CT1 t CT2

RL
CLR
T = CT−

RL
RL
CRL
T1 tT2 = CT1 t CT2

where T, T1 , T2 ∈ TR(T ) and equality denotes subsumptions in both directions.
Now given a DLFDtemp terminology T , we define a DLF terminology T ∗ as
a set consisting of the above axioms together with the following:
LR
RL
RL
1. CLR
T1 v CT2 and CT1 v CT2 for each time relation axiom T1 v T2 ∈ T ∪
{curr v curr− , forever v forever− , curr v T, T v forever | T ∈ TR(T )},
LR
RL
RL
2. CLR
T v ∀f.CT and CT v ∀f.CT for all T ∈ TR(T ) and features f in T ,

3. CL v DL and CR v DR for each subsumption axiom C v D ∈ T that is not
a time relation axiom and such that D is not TPFD,
R
L
RL
4. CL uDR uCLR
T u(ui≤k ∀ Pfi .Eq) v ∀ Pf .Eq and C uD uCT u(ui≤k ∀ Pfi .Eq) v
∀ Pf .Eq for each subsumption axiom C v D : Pf1 , . . . , Pfk →T Pf ∈ T ,

5. (Eq u CLR
curr ) v ∀f.Eq for each primitive feature f in T , and
L
R
LR
R
L
6. (EquCLR
curr uA ) v A and (EquCcurr uA ) v A for each primitive concept
A in T .

where DL (resp. DR ) denotes a DLF concept description D in which all occurrences of primitive concept description A has been replaced by AL (resp. AR ).
For a given posed question Q = C v D, we need to distinguish two cases:
1. Q is not a TPFD: define Q∗ to be CL v DL ; and
2. Q is of the form C v D : Pf1 , . . . , Pfk →T Pf: define Q∗ to be
CL u DR u CLR
T u (ui≤k ∀ Pfi .Eq) v ∀ Pf .Eq.
Theorem 2 Let T |= Q be a DLFDtemp implication problem. Then
T |= Q if and only if T ∗ |= Q∗ .
Proof: (outline) Let Q = C v D. The case where D is not a TPFD is straightforward since we can test for logical implication in a single world using a tree
model. Hence, this case reduces immediately to reasoning in DLF [17, 20].
We now consider both implications in the alternative case where Q has the form
C v D : Pf1 , . . . , Pfk →T Pf .
Possible conjunctions that are allowed in D reduce to one of the above cases
simply by considering each conjunct separately.

(⇒) Assume that T ∗ 6|= Q∗ . Then there must exist a tree model I ∗ of T ∗ with
a root, o, satisfying the concept
CL u DR u CLR
T u (ui≤k ∀ Pfi .Eq) u ¬∀ Pf .Eq.
We construct a model I for T that falsifies Q as follows: let o1 and o2 be objects
in the domain of I and t1 and t2 time instants.
We distinguish two cases based on T . For T = curr we have t1 = t2 . It therefore
follows that o1 6= o2 . The construction then proceeds as in the atemporal case
[17] with the final interpretation consisting of a single world, W = {t1 }.
For t1 6= t2 (but (t1 , t2 ) ∈ (T )I ) we define an interpretation I as follows: the
interpretation consists of two worlds, W = {t1 , t2 }, with each containing an
interpretation in which objects are terms of the form Pf(o1 ) and Pf(o2 ), where
Pf is a path expression. The temporal interpretation is then defined as
D
E
I = h{Pf(o0 )}, (.)I(t0 ) i, h{Pf(o1 )}, (.)I(t1 ) i .
We define the following relation on ∆t1 ∪ ∆t2
{(Pf(o1 ), Pf(o1 )), (Pf(o2 ), Pf(o2 )) | Pf a path description}∪
∗
∗
{(Pf(o1 ), Pf(o2 )), (Pf(o2 ), Pf(o1 )) | (Pf)I (o) ∈ (Eq)I },
to identify objects that are equal in the two worlds (note that technically we
chose a representative for each equivalence class of the above relation for the
equality to be truly a diagonal relation on ∆t1 ∪ ∆t2 ), and the interpretation
functions (.)I(ti ) of primitive concepts as follows:
∗

∗

– (Pf)I(t1 ) (o1 ) ∈ (A)I(t1 ) if (Pf)I (o) ∈ (AL )I ,
∗
∗
– (Pf)I(t2 ) (o2 ) ∈ (A)I(t2 ) if (Pf)I (o) ∈ (AR )I ;
the interpretations are then extended to complex concepts in a standard way.
Finally, the interpretation of attributes is defined as (f )I(ti ) (x) = f.x (since
objects are represented by terms).
By case analysis, it is straightforward to verify that I |= T . However, I 6|= Q,
a fact witnessed by the two objects o1 and o2 since o1 ∈ (C)I(t1 ) , o2 ∈ (D)I(t2 ) ,
∗
∗
(Pfi )I(t1 ) (o1 ) = Pfi (o1 ) = Pfi (o2 ) = (Pfi )I(t1 ) (o1 ) as (Pfi )I (o) ∈ (Eq)I (or
∗
equivalently, o ∈ (∀ Pfi .Eq)I ) for all i ≤ k, but (Pf)I(t1 ) (o1 ) = Pf(o1 ) 6=
∗
∗
∗
Pf(o2 ) = (Pf)I(t1 ) (o1 ) as (Pf)I (o) 6∈ (Eq)I (or equivalently, o ∈ ¬(∀ Pf .Eq)I ).
(⇐) Now assume T 6|= Q. Then there is an interpretation I that is a model for
T but falsifies Q. Hence, there must be o1 ∈ (C)I(t1 ) and o2 ∈ (D)I(t2 ) such that
(t1 , t2 ) ∈ (T )I , (Pfi )I(t1 ) (o1 ) = (Pfi )I(t2 ) (o2 ), and (Pf)I(t1 ) (o1 ) 6= (Pf)I(t2 ) (o2 ).
Note that we can allow interpretations in which o1 = o2 or t1 = t2 (but not
both) as long as the above conditions are met.

Now define a DLF interpretation I ∗ : let o be an arbitrary object in the domain
of I ∗ , and assign the interpretation of primitive concepts as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If
If
If
If
If

∗

∗

(Pf)I(t1 ) (o1 ) ∈ (A)I(t1 ) then (Pf)I (o) ∈ (AL )I ;
∗
∗
(Pf)I(t2 ) (o2 ) ∈ (A)I(t2 ) then (Pf)I (o) ∈ (AR )I ;
∗
∗
(Pf)I(t1 ) (o1 ) = (Pf)I(t2 ) (o2 ) then (Pf)I (o) ∈ (Eq)I ;
∗
I∗
(t1 , t2 ) ∈ (T )I then (Pf)I (o) ∈ (CLR
T ) ; and
∗
I∗
(t2 , t1 ) ∈ (T )I then (Pf)I (o) ∈ (CRL
T ) .

for all primitive concepts A, all path functions Pf and all time relations T . It is
easy to verify that I ∗ is a model of T ∗ and that o falsifies
CL u DR u CLR
T u (ui≤k ∀ Pfi .Eq) u ¬∀ Pf .Eq.
2
And since T ∗ |= Q∗ is a DLF implication problem:
Corollary 3 The logical implication problem for DLFDtemp is decidable and
EXPTIME-complete.
Proof: Follows immediately from Theorem 2 above and results in [17].

4

2

Summary and Discussion

We have introduced DLFDtemp , a Boolean complete description logic with a concept constructor for expressing dynamic or temporal forms of equality generating
constraints called temporal path functional dependencies (TPFDs), and have illustrated how TPFDs can be used to capture and reason about temporal keys
and functional dependencies for a hypothetical distributed hospital database.
We have also proven that the general membership problem for DLFDtemp is
EXPTIME-complete by exhibiting a reduction of the general membership problem for DLFDtemp to the simpler dialect DLF for which existing decisions procedures are known [17].
There are several worthwhile directions for future work. Possibilities that we
suspect are in increasing order of difficulty are as follows.
– We wish to investigate how time relation descriptions can be generalized in
various ways, e.g., to enable specifying time relations that are irreflexive, or
transitive, that encode “next time”, are complements of other time relations,
and so on.
– We have investigated relaxing the restrictions on the location of the PFD
concept constructor in the dialect DLFD, showing that it is possible to allow
PFDs to occur in right-hand-sides of inclusion dependencies in the scope
of monotonic concept constructors [19]. We wish to investigate a similar
possibility with TPFDs.

– Our motivating application for the development of DLFDtemp is to enable
agents to know how to communicate unambiguous references to objects over
time. This suggests the likely efficacy of a new reasoning service for DL
reasoners: one that responds to requests by agents for a combination of component path expressions that can reliably serve as object keys over a given
time duration. For example, in our sample application, agent a1 would supply the parameters HOSPITAL, Year and STAFF as such a request, possibly
getting in return {Snum, Dept.Hospital}.
– Finally, we believe that a reduction of the DLFDtemp membership problem to
the DLFD membership problem is still possible under the constant domain
assumption. However, our initial investigations along this line suggest the
the reduction will be considerably more involved.
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